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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we focus on the supply chain as a multi-agent system
and we propose a new coordination technique to reduce the fluc-
tuations of orders placed by each company to its suppliers in such
a supply chain. This problem of amplification of the demand vari-
ability is called the bullwhip effect. To reduce such a bullwhip ef-
fect, we propose a technique based on tokens to achieve a decentral-
ized coordination. Precisely, classical orders manage the demand
itself whereas tokens manage effects on company inventory due to
variations of this demand. Finally, the proposed approach is vali-
dated by the Wood Supply Game, which is a supply chain model
used to make players aware of the bullwhip effect. We experimen-
tally verify that our coordination technique leads to less variable
orders (i.e. the standard deviation of orders is reduced) while in-
ventory levels are not excessively high but sufficient to avoid back-
orders.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: multi-agent systems

General Terms
Management, performance, experimentation

Keywords
Multi-agent systems, supply chain, decentralized coordination, to-
kens, bullwhip effect

1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of many systems is reduced by fluctuations in

their internal streams. As a distributed system, a multi-agent sys-
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tem may face this problem too. In this paper, we focus particu-
larly on supply chains, which are systems composed of different
companies producing and distributing products to customers. In a
supply chain, fluctuations affect order streams (cf. Figure 1): the
point of sale places quite constant orders to its suppliers, whereas
these suppliers place more variable and unpredictable orders. This
problem, which is known as the bullwhip effect, leads to unneces-
sary inventory and decreased customer service due to backorders,
that is inventory shortages. Our goal is to improve supply chain
efficiency by reducing demand amplification while keeping a low
inventory and good customer service. We present all these prob-
lems in Section 2. The bullwhip effect is a coordination problem
between autonomous companies [6] which can be considered as
agents, therefore we have looked for a coordination technique in
multi-agent system and production management fields (e.g. [1], [7],
[8], [18], [21] and [25]). The required techniques need to preserve
the autonomy of system entities (no central coordination) and to
avoid entities transmitting their own information to other entities
(communication load reduction). To this end, we think the most
appropriate technique to reduce the bullwhip effect is based on to-
kens. Coordination based on tokens is unknown as such in the
multi-agent field to the knowledge of the authors ([20], [2]), but
it can be seen as a lower level to coordination based on commu-
nication. Such techniques exist in production management where
tokens are exchanged between production units to manage produc-
tion in a decentralized way. Basically, the idea supporting our co-
ordination mechanism is to divide orders in two parts: the first one
is the classical order and is used to manage the real time demand it-
self, whereas the second part is a token used to manage fluctuations
in the first information part. More precisely, classical orders travel
up the supply chain to make companies know what the market buys
and tokens travel up the supply chain to broadcast how many prod-
ucts more or less compared to market consumption each company
needs to keep steady inventory. By doing so, we use tokens to coor-
dinate participants in the supply chain around the market demand,
thus reducing the bullwhip effect. As this coordination technique is
decentralized and computable, it can be considered as a new multi-
agent coordination technique. We present this technique in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, we validate this technique on a supply chain model
derived from the Wood Supply Game [9, 11] taking the Québec
(a Canadian province) forest industry into account. This game is
an adaptation of the Beer Game [27] for the forest industry; this
latter game was designed to make players aware of the bullwhip
effect. Section 4 gives a detailed presentation of the validation of
our mechanism.



2. THE PROBLEM
In this section, we first describe the fluctuation problem from a

general point of view, then we focus on a concrete example of this
problem in the supply chain field. The stream fluctuations in supply
chains (a supply chain is the set of companies producing and dis-
tributing products to consumers) affect orders placed by companies
to their supplier(s); this is known as the bullwhip effect.

2.1 Fluctuations in distributed systems
The fluctuation problem in a distributed system can be described

as follows: i) a distributed system (multi-agent or other) is built to
achieve a function; (ii) many streams travel in the distributed sys-
tem while achieving its function; (iii) these streams may fluctuate;
(iv) these fluctuations may trouble the distributed system in achiev-
ing its function.

Stream fluctuations may arise in many distributed systems: (i)
on the road network, vehicle density may fluctuate, generating traf-
fic jams and empty roads instead of steady traffic on every road,
(ii) on a computer network, data density between computers may
fluctuate, generating congestion, (iii) in electronics, electricity may
fluctuate between composants, roasting electronic components, (iv)
in the macro-economy, the economy of a country alternates among
recession and growth, etc. We focus in the two following subsec-
tions on two examples: multi-agent systems and supply chains.

2.2 Fluctuations in multi-agent systems
As multi-agent systems are particular distributed systems, fluc-

tuations may occur in them. Parunak [22] notes that, in principle,
systems of autonomous agents can become computationally unsta-
ble. We think this instability may appear in this way: to carry out
its function, a multi-agent system is crossed by two streams: an
actions stream resulting from other agents and a percepts stream
resulting from the environment and from the others agents: if a
stream is disturbed (delay, error...), the other is disturbed as well. In
particular, an instability may occur due to the following causes: un-
certainty in evaluating the environment, delay in information trans-
mission, multithreading management if several agents run on the
same processor, etc. In some cases, in particular if the multi-agent
system represents a supply chain, the global behavior of the multi-
agent system can be perturbed by these fluctuations.

2.3 Fluctuations in supply chains: the bull-
whip effect

We now illustrate this problem using the case of unexpected de-
mand fluctuations in a supply chain which is known as “amplifi-
cation of the demand variability”, “bullwhip effect” or “Forrester’s
effect”. The entities of such a supply chain are companies and the
fluctuating streams in this system are the orders placed by each
company to its suppliers. Figure 1 shows how the bullwhip effect
propagates on a simple supply chain with only three companies: a
retailer, a wholesaler and a manufacturer. The retailer sells to the
customer and buys from the wholesaler, the wholesaler sells to the
retailer and buys from the factory and the factory sells to the retailer
and buys from an unknown supplier. The ordering patterns of the
three companies share a common, recurring theme: the variabili-
ties of an upstream site are always greater than those of the down-
stream site [14]. As a variability, the bullwhip effect is measured by
the standard deviation σ of orders (note that means µ of orders are
all equal in our example). Demand fluctuations cost money due to
higher inventory levels and supply chain agility reduction (agility
is the ability of an organisation to thrive in a constantly chang-
ing, unpredictable business environment [12] in [24]). In fact, such
fluctuation of the demand lead every participant in the supply chain
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Figure 1: The bullwhip effect [15, 16].

to stockpile because of a high degree of demand uncertainties and
variabilities [15].

The demand fluctuation in a supply chain was first described by
Forrester [10] in 1958 and this explains why this phenomenon is
sometimes called the Forrester’s effect. Many years later, Lee and
his colleagues [14, 15] gave a more complete understanding of this
effect and called it the bullwhip effect. They proposed in particular
four main causes (demand forecast updating, order batching, price
fluctuation, and rationing and shortage gaming). However, some
other causes were identified [10, 27, 28]. A formal model of this
problem was proposed in [4] but very few people [13, 29] studied
this problem using multi-agent techniques. Simchi-Levi and his
colleagues [4, 26] note that one of the most frequent suggestions
for reducing the bullwhip effect is to centralize demand informa-
tion within a supply chain, that is, to provide each participant in
the supply chain with complete information on the actual customer
demand (this was formally proven for two forecasting techniques
in). Such centralization of information allows every company in
the supply chain to create more accurate forecasts, rather than re-
lying on the downstream company, which can vary significantly
more than the actual customer demand. In our validation, we try to
compare our coordination mechanism with this centralization.

Finally, reducing the bullwhip effect appears to be more a prob-
lem of coordination rather than of optimization, of constraints sat-
isfaction or of any other type of problem, because, for each com-
pany, it is a matter of ordering in a coherent manner in comparison
to other company’s behaviour. The goal is to synchronize every
company’s activities in order to avoid products being stored in in-
ventory.

3. DECENTRALIZED COORDINATION
BASED ON TOKENS

Our coordination technique aims at improving system efficiency
by reducing stream fluctuations between entities. We first look at
two decentralized coordination mechanisms based on tokens used
in the production management field. We then present the technique
we propose generally for any multi-agent system. Finally, we apply
this general idea to reduce the bullwhip effect, that is the amplifi-
cation of demand variability in a supply chain.

3.1 Tokens as a coordination mechanism
In the field of Industrial Management, several different approaches

have been proposed and are used in some companies to coordi-
nate production entities in manufacturing systems in a decentral-
ized way. These approaches use tokens to coordinate entities. Many
mechanisms were proposed: at the company level, PAC (Produc-
tion Authorization Cards) System [3], Kanban, Extended Kanban
and Generalized Kanban [17] are used to control the production
of one company and at the supply chain level. Reponsability To-
kens [23] is the operationalization of the Lee and Whang’s [16]
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Figure 2: Tokens as a coordination mechanism in manufactur-
ing systems [3].

decentralized supply chain management scheme. As examples, we
present first the PAC system and next the Responsability Tokens.

The PAC system is a decentralized approach to the coordination
and control of material and information flow in multiple cell man-
ufacturing systems. This approach generalizes other approaches
such as MRP (Material Requirements Planning), Kanban (Japanese
card system) and OPT (Optimized Production Technology) among
others. Figure 2 shows a production cell (circle at the centre),
two stores (dashed boxes at the left and at the right) and the min-
imal components of the PAC system. Different types of tokens go
through cells and inventories :

• requisition tags are sent by cell j to store j − 1 to ask store
j − 1 to ship an item to cell j immediately, or, if the store
is empty, requisition tags wait in a queue at the store until
there is a unit of product available (so, this queue is filled
with backorders).

• order tags are sent by cell j to store j−1 to inform store j−1
that there will be a demand by the cell for a product in the
future: for each order tag, there would be a requisition tag.
These tokens allows long-term scheduling by propagating in
the production system.

• process tags are sent by cell j to store j when cell j ships
an item to store j. When an order tag arrives at a store, it is
matched with a process tag and the match generates the PA
card.

• PA (Production Authorization) cards are sent by store j to
cell j to allow this cell to process a part. Moreover, when
cell j receives a PA card, it send order and requisition tags to
store j − 1.

This is a brief description of material and information flow con-
trol. The complete PAC system has more components: each type
of product has its own set of tags, tags can have priority and be
added to take into account stream convergences (e.g. for cells hav-
ing many entry flows and only one exit stream) and stream diver-
gences, order cancelations, treatment of defective products...

Responsabilty Tokens were proposed by Porteus [23] to further
operationalize the decentralized supply chain management scheme
of Lee and Whang [16], which is itself an operationalization of
the decentralized management scheme made implicit by Clark and
Scarf [5]. It is a simpler mechanism than the PAC system and is
designed to coordinate several companies whereas the PAC system
is designed to coordinate manufacturing workstations in the same
company. Responsability Tokens are used as a mechanism for ad-
ministering the transfer payments required to implement upstream
responsability. The idea is to base reimbursement on actual con-
sequences of processing / delivering / shipping less than what was
requested, rather than predicting the consequences in advance. The
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system works as follows: whenever an upstream company cannot
meet the entire order placed by its customer company, it will substi-
tute responsability tokens in place of the missing units. Customer
companies will treat these tokens as physical units and the finan-
cial consequences of their not being real units are assigned to the
issuing player. Thus, companies are incited by financial penalties
to deliver to their downstream companies as completly as possible.

3.2 General coordination principle
We were inspired by Porteus’ Responsability Tokens to design

our coordination mechanism. Our mechanism assumes the bull-
whip effect happens in the following way: when customer demand
increases, inventory decreases because of ordering lead time. In
fact, if the supplier inventory is enough, it only takes the ordering
lead time to increase the product flow up to the new demand. Be-
cause inventory decreases, the company has to overorder to avoid
stockouts: if it does not say to its supplier why it overorders, this
supplier faces the same situation but with a bigger demand: thus
the supplier inventory decreases more, etc. Figure 3a illustrates
this fact: the company places orders strictly equal to incoming or-
ders (1-1 ordering rule), what avoids bullwhip effect but generates
stockouts. As shown in Figures 3b and 4, the principle used to align
agents’ behavior is to cut information streams into two parts: the
first part X (which is the classical order stream without fluctua-
tions) is used to transmit the agents’ real needs, while the second
part Yi (i.e. the tokens) is used to manage the consequences of
changes in agent i’s environment. When the environment changes,
the first part X follows this change. No agents must change X: we
assume in this paper every agent plays the game and every agent
trusts its upstream agent when it says the environment wants X .
Each agent i manages a change in X as well as it is able to and
sends Yi tokens to ask for more ressources from the rest of the sys-
tem. In fact, when agent i only transmits X , it will get in the near
future enough ressources to fullfil what the upstream agent i + 1
needs and thus the enviromnent, but, as we have just said, because
of the existence of delays, agent i has to consume its reserve. To-
kens Yi are thus sent to reconstitute this reserve. Therefore, when
agent i sends its tokens Yi, it must transmit tokens Yi−1 from up-
stream agents down to the end of the information stream and add
to Yi−1 its own tokens to ask for resources to reconstitute its own
reserves.



3.3 Example of token-based coordination in a
supply chain

Each company in the supply chain can be controlled by a soft-
ware agent; therefore the supply chain can be viewed as a multi-
agent system. Improving coordination in the multi-agent system
will reduce the bullwhip effect while improving supply chain effi-
ciency. We apply to the supply chain the general idea of our coor-
dination technique as stated previously. Here, for agent i, upstream
agent i−1 is company i’s customer and the environment is the mar-
ket. Information streams are composed of orders placed by each
company to its suppliers. We now cut these streams into two parts
(Figure 4): the first part X represents the actual quantity desired by
the company to satisfy its orders (we call this part the order because
it is the classic flow) and the second part Yi allows company i to
over- or underorder when there is a change in the incoming order
X (we call this part tokens). The information given to company
i by company i − 1 is the doublet (X, Yi−1). If incoming order
X increases, each company’s inventory reduces as long as ordered
products arrive: so tokens Yi manage the consequences of delays
in physical and information streams. The idea is that orders X ex-
actly follows market demand, that leads to the same fluctuations in
orders as in the market; the bullwhip effect is thus eliminated (as
do 1-1 ordering rule) because order fluctuations are the same as
markets ones. But this can lead to huge inventories or backorders
(i.e. negative inventories), so we introduce tokens Yi to manage a
unique over- or underorder for each change in the market to stabi-
lize each company’s inventory. X indicates thus the market need
and is the same for every company in the supply chain. Yi indicates
a variation in X and allows each company to maintain an efficient
inventory (i.e. not too big, not too small). When customer demand
increases (or decreases) because of a market demand increase (or
decrease), the job of tokens is to travel up to the forest to trigger
off only one big (or small) quantity to go down the supply chain
to adjust each company’s inventory to its normal level. This is the
theory: to react more quickly to the increase in customer demand,
we do not wait for tokens to go to the forest before triggering big-
ger shippings: each time a company receives a token, it processes
it as an order; if it does not have enough inventory, the remaining
tokens are memorized as backordered tokens.

Coordination with tokens and information centralization (i.e. each
company knows in real time the actual market demand) both al-
low every company to know the actual market demand. In fact,
when tokens are used, order X is equal to market demand. The
first difference between these two systems lays in market demand
propagation speed: tokens are as slow as orders while informa-
tion centralization supposes each company knows in real time the
market demand (retailers broadcast the market consumption to the
whole supply chain). The second difference between tokens and
information centralization is with customer demand management.
With information centralization, when the retailer overorders to re-
constitute its inventory, its wholesaler has to overorder even more
in order to reconstitute its own inventory, and so on. In this situa-
tion, all companies place orders superior to what is asked by their
customer because it is their only way to refill their inventory. They
do so even if they know what the customer demand is and that this
causes their suppliers to be in backorder. On the contrary, when the
retailer sends tokens to its wholesaler, it indicates that it needs more
products to reconstitute its inventory: it continues to place the same
orders as its incoming orders are, to avoid perturbations in the rest
of the chain (in particular, it does not put its suppliers into a backo-
rder situation) and waits for incoming products streams to bring the
products wave ordered with tokens in order to adjust its inventory
level.
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Figure 5: Model of forest supply chain used in experiments.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We have validated our coordination mechanism on a model of a

forest supply game which simulates the group of companies partic-
ipating in the production and distribution of paper and lumber. This
model is first described and then the experiments are detailed.

4.1 The wood supply game
Two games, called “Wood Supply Games” [9, 11], were devel-

opped based on the structure and dynamics of the Beer Game. Beer
and Wood Supply Games are an exercise that simulates the material
and information flows in a production-distribution system and were
designed to make players aware of the bullwhip effect. Compared
to the classical Beer Game that has been used to study supply chain
dynamics, the Wood Supply Games introduce divergent product
flows to increase its relevance to the North European forest sector.
Our team has adapted this game for the Québec forest sector; we
use this version, which is displayed in Figure 5. There are eight
players in this figure, but both customer players are only there for
convenience when drawing figures 12, 13 and 14. The main differ-
ence between the original and our Québec Wood Supply Game is
in the length of the lumber and paper chain which is either the same
(Fjeld’s game) or different (our game).

Figure 5 shows how six players (human or software agents) play
the game. The game is played by turns: each turn represents a
week in reality and is played in 4 steps; these 4 steps are played in
parallel by each player. In the first step, players receive their inven-
tory (these products were sent two weeks earlier by their supplier,
because there is a two-week shipping delay) and advance shipping
delays between suppliers and their customers. Then in the second
step, players look at their incoming orders and try to fill them. If
they have backorders, they try to fill those as well. If they do not
have enough inventory, they ship as much as they can and add the
rest to their backorders. In the third step, players record their in-
ventory or backorders. In the fourth step, players advance the order
slips. In the last step, players place an order to their supplier(s)
and record this order. To decide what the order to place is, players
compare their incoming orders with their inventory/backorder level
(in our experiments, they only evaluate what is written in Figure 7).
The correct decision that would reduce the bullwhip effect has to
be taken here. Finally, a new week begins with a new step 1, and
so on. Each position is played in the same way, except the sawmill:
this position receives two orders (one from the lumber wholesaler,
another from the pulp mill) that have to be aggregated when placing
an order to the forest. The sawmill can evaluate its order by basing
it on the lumber demand or on the paper demand: in the following
experiments, the sawmill places an order equal to the maximum of
this two possible orders. Moreover, the sawmill receives one type
of product and each unit of this product generates two units: a lum-
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ber and a paper unit. That is, each incoming unit is cut in two: one
piece goes to the sawmill’s lumber inventory, the other goes to its
paper inventory.

When we add our coordination technique to this game, players
have to manage tokens. If players receive tokens with incoming or-
ders in the second step, they should transmit them minus the prod-
ucts shipped in the second step. As the incoming orders change
(they always change at the same time as tokens arrive), players add
the new tokens to the transmitted tokens; in our experiments, we
have empirically chosen the quantity of added tokens to be equal to
two times the incoming order variation (cf. experiments B and D
in Figure 7). Generally, this quantity of added tokens depends on
incoming order variation, on transportation delays and on ordering
delays.

4.2 Experiments
We measure order variability by computing the standard devia-

tion σ of orders placed by each company in the supply chain. This
measure is made in the four experiments described in Figures 6
and 7: each either uses or not information centralization (each
player knows in real time the customer demand) and our coordi-
nation mechanism. We now present the results of each experiment
and conclude with some comparisons.

4.2.1 Experiment A
Experiment A uses neither information centralization nor any co-

ordination mechanism. It is the most basic experiment with which
the other three experiments are to be compared. Players order from
their upstream player what their downstream player ordered minus
their stock variation. This order pattern is designed to keep positive
inventory: when incoming orders are greater than stock variation,
the quantity ordered will keep a steady inventory, but when incom-
ing orders are not greater than stock variation, nothing is ordered
(there are no negative orders, i.e. order cancellations), leading to
an increase in inventory.

Figure 8 exhibits the quantity ordered each week by each player.
The first curve gathers lumber and paper customer demands, the
second one represents orders placed by lumber and paper retailers,
the third one shows both wholesalers orders, the fourth one shows
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Figure 8: Experiment A (without information centralization,
without tokens).
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only pulp mill orders and the last curve is for the saw mill. We can
see a very great amplification in order variability between the two
first curves (lumber and paper customer) and the last curve (saw
mill), that is the bullwhip effect is huge. The third curve gathers
lumber and paper wholesalers’ orders: they do not order the same
quantity all the time. This is because the supply chain is a sys-
tem where the lumber chain is shorter than the paper one, therefore
players order in a different manner even if they have the same or-
dering pattern.

4.2.2 Experiment B
Experiment B uses our coordination mechanism but not informa-

tion centralization: only the retailer knows the customer demand.
That is, we only added our coordination mechanism to experiment
A. The order placed by players is equal to their incoming order (we
don’t substract inventory variation as in experiment A, because this
variation was there to keep steady or positive inventory and this
is now the job of tokens). Some tokens are added to this order
which quantity is the sum of incoming tokens plus two times the
incoming order variation: the incoming tokens represent the trans-
fered tokens while the two times the incoming order variation is an
evaluation of the needed quantity to refill inventory. Figure 9 ex-
hibits the ordering pattern for each player. In this Figure, tokens
are added to orders, which leads to a peak in ordering pattern when
a company becomes aware of changes in market demand. More-
over, we can see that this peak does not happen at the same time:
there is a two-week shift between two successive supply chain lev-
els (e.g. between retailers and wholesalers) due to order delays. As
the saw mill belongs to lumber and paper supply chains and these
two chains have different lengths, the saw mill has two peaks. Fig-
ure 9 can be compared with Figure 8; we can see that fluctuations
in orders are not as great in experiment B as in experiment A, so
tokens lower the bullwhip effect.

4.2.3 Experiment C
In comparison with experiment A, experiment C adds informa-

tion centralization (but not tokens as in experiment B). Experiments
C and D use this centralization, which allows players to base their
order on customer demand instead of on incoming orders. This ex-
plains the difference in the ordering formula between experiments
A and B in that we replace “incoming order” with “customer de-
mand”. So, players now order customer demand minus their own
inventory variation. In experiment B, players are also able to know
customer demand (this demand travels upstream in the order, with-
out being affected by anything else such as downstream player’s
inventory variation) but this signal is very slow (as slow as orders:
two weeks are needed to go from players to their suppliers). Com-
pared with experiment A, we now assume that customer demand is
instantaneously known by all players. When comparing Figures 8
and 10, we have a confirmation that information centralization re-
duces the bullwhip effect ([4, 26]).

4.2.4 Experiment D
Experiment D uses information centralization and tokens (cf.

figure 11). Players now order customer demand and send tokens.
The quantity of these tokens is the number of incoming tokens plus
two times the customer demand variation. If we compare Fig-
ures 11 and 91, where we have tokens in both experiments, we
can see the information centralization advantage: (i) all peaks oc-
cur early and (ii) peaks are equal. We can note there are several
peaks for each company: the first peak corresponds to tokens sent
1In both experiments B and D, Figures 11 and 9 exhibit the sum of
orders plus tokens.
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Figure 10: Experiment C (with information centralization,
without tokens).
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Figure 12: Standard deviation of orders.
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Figure 13: Total inventories for each player.

by the company and the next ones are the tokens transmitted from
clients.

4.2.5 Experiment comparison
Figure 12 shows standard deviation of orders for each company

(Figure 5 gives the company name for each player) and for each
experiment on 50 weeks. The lower this standard deviation is, the
lower the bullwhip effect: in the best case (experiment D), the stan-
dard deviation for each company is inferior to 2.53 (sawmill) while
the customer’s is 1.09. It does not seem possible to reduce the
companies standard deviation to 1.09, because companies have to
overorder to reconstitute their inventory due to delay effects. If
companies do not do so, it would mean that inventories are too low
or even negative, i.e. companies have backorders, which thus re-
duces customer service.

Only experiments that use tokens (B and D) finish with stable
order patterns, while customer demand is always stable, except in
week 5 where there is a unique change. In all experiments, no
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Figure 14: Total backorders for each player.

company finishes the game with backorders. In experiments B and
D, some companies finish with very few products in inventory: as
they have a stable order pattern, this can be seen as an excellent
result. On the other hand, we have chosen the factor two in the to-
kens created in order to reconstitute original inventories: we think
this heuristic factor corresponds to the ordering delay, because the
longer the ordering delay is, the more inventory decreases and so
the more tokens are to be sent. But this factor depends on the shape
of the supply chain too (e.g. in experiment D, the lumber whole-
saler’s inventory stabilizes on 16 products in inventory per week,
while the paper wholesaler’s inventory stabilizes on 28). This is a
consequence of the divergent flow located in the saw mill and of the
different sub-supply chain lengths. Next, tokens lead to more stable
order patterns (i.e. less bullwhip effect) than information central-
ization: experiment A and C curves are above experiment B and D.
But this does not mean that our coordination mechanism is always
better than information centralization.

In fact, when we look at Figures 13 and 14, we see that total
inventory and backorder curves cross: this means some companies
prefer to manage the supply chain like in the experiment D while
some others prefer to manage like in experiment B or C (never A) if
their goal is to minimize only their inventory. However, experiment
D has the best results because it has the lowest bullwhip effect and
the lowest backorders (i.e. the best customer service) for each com-
pany. Moreover, inventories in experiment B are lower than in D
for every company, but this inventory may be adjusted by changing
the heuristic factor of sent tokens. In fact, when too much tokens
are sent, inventories stabilize on a too important level: as we calcu-
late total inventories on 50 weeks, a little difference on the inven-
tory stabilization level leads to huge difference in Figure 13 (and
also 14).

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated coordination techniques that

are able to reduce streams fluctuations in a distributed system. We
have proposed a new coordination technique to manage this fluctu-
ation in a decentralized way and applied it to the case of a supply
chain. In fact, a supply chain is a distributed system composed
of many companies where the fluctuation problem is the amplifi-
cation of demand variability called the bullwhip effect. Our tech-



nique uses tokens to achieve the coordination in a decentralized
way; these tokens may also be seen as a negative feedback which
stabilizes the supply chain by sharing information on demand. We
have validated this technique using a supply chain model which is
an adaptation of the Wood Supply Game to the Québec forest in-
dustry. These experiments have shown that token-based ordering
rules are better in general than others. Moreover, information cen-
tralization improves our mechanism.

Further validation could be done to complete this study. Firstly,
we have to test how our coordination technique behaves with other
customer demand than a unique increase. We could test unique de-
crease, constant increase and decrease, different seasonalities, etc.
Secondly, the quantity of tokens to send has to be studied to under-
stand what is the optimal quantity to send depending on the suppy
chain shape and on the shipping and ordering delays. Finally, we
have validated our coordination mechanism on a very simple ex-
ample of supply chain and it would be very interesting to adapt it
to our more complex model [19].
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